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PREVIOUSLY, I have explored the design of an
LDAP server, the installation

and configuration of OpenLDAP under Linux/390, and the
initial population of an LDAP directory with command-line
tools. I have also demonstrated how you can search your
LDAP directory with ldapsearch, a simple text-oriented tool.

This month, I will consider the problem of end-user access
to LDAP. First, I will examine a standalone LDAP client for
Linux, and then briefly sketch out a way to build a Web inter-
face to LDAP using the Apache http server, mod_perl, and
Perl’s LDAP modules.

STANDALONE CLIENT SUPPORT FOR LDAP

Linux LDAP clients are still rare beasts. SuSE 7.0 includes
a client called GQ, which can be accessed from YaST. It is
also easy to install from the source archive: The GQ home
page is http://biot.com/gq and contains a link to the source
code. When I wrote this article, the most current source was
http://biot.com/gq/download/gq-0.4.0.tar.gz. The GQ client
is a GTK-based application, so to build it under Linux/390,
you will first need to install the GTK libraries, which are on
the installation CD set.

You can build it using the following standard sequence of
commands:

./configure && make && make install.

You can just type “GQ” to start the client. Because it is an
X-based graphical client, you will need to run it from some
place that provides an X server to display the application. If,
like many other sites, you have chosen to run your Linux/390
images without X (since they act as servers, not workstations),
you will obviously not be able to use GQ on your S/390.

However, you do not actually need an X-capable display
on your S/390 in order to run X applications: All you need

to have is the DISPLAY environmental variable correctly set
to a machine that provides an X display. If you are connect-
ing to your S/390 via ssh from a Linux/Intel machine, as
long as /etc/ssh/sshd_config contains the following line, you
are all set:

X11Forwarding yes

DISPLAY will be updated automatically and X applications
run on the S/390 will be displayed on your local screen.

If you are using telnet, then you must manually set DISPLAY
to the host with the X display. Assuming you are working
from the Linux machine hal, that your S/390 is named fal-
staff, and you are running bash (or other sh-derived, rather
than csh-derived, shell) as your shell on falstaff, the sequence
of commands would be similar to the following:

hal $ xhost +falstaff

followed by

falstaff $ export DISPLAY=hal:0

This lets hal know to accept X connections from falstaff (the
xhost +), and then to tell falstaff to export its X connections
to hal’s primary display. Now you are ready to run GQ on
falstaff, and its windows will appear on hal’s screen.

However, that does not really matter much: LDAP is a net-
work protocol, so you can certainly build GQ on a system
that does provide an X desktop, and then point GQ at your
OpenLDAP implementation. In this example, you would
simply build and run GQ on hal, but tell it that falstaff was the
machine where its primary LDAP database resided.

There are, of course, also Win32-based LDAP clients. You
can find a free client, LDAP Browser from Softerra, at
www.ldapbrowser.com. If your organization primarily has
Win32 desktops, this might be a more attractive option for
allowing end-user access to your LDAP directory.
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Still, standalone LDAP clients are not
appropriate for all users. Although they may
make sense for users who will be frequently
updating and manipulating data within the
LDAP directory, most users will be consulting
LDAP rather than updating the directory.
For these users, it is probably inappropriate
to require that they install a separate appli-
cation to use an LDAP repository. A much
better solution would be to build a Web-
based application that will allow users to
use their existing browsers to search LDAP
directories for information.

BUILDING A WEB-BASED
LDAP CLIENT

Now let us turn to the more general
problem of constructing a Web interface to
an LDAP repository. You ideally want to
have a simple, flexible, maintainable sys-
tem, whose source code you possess, and
ideally, one that does not have an associated
maintenance cost.

Since your platform is Linux, the choice
is reasonably straightforward: You certainly
have Apache available as your Web server,
and mod_perl will provide a high-perfor-
mance Perl CGI environment for Apache.
Since you have already installed the
Net::LDAP bundle, there is an easy way to
write CGI scripts in Perl that can exploit the
full power of the LDAP API. It should only
take a little custom scripting to put together
some search forms that will allow you to
execute arbitrary queries against your
LDAP implementation.

Using mod_perl
With the magic of the Apache::Registry

module (the most frequently used piece of
mod_perl), Apache will cache your compiled
Perl scripts and run within a persistent Perl
interpreter. What does this mean to you, as
a programmer? Simply that for a little bit of
extra care, CGI scripts will run blazingly
fast, because they will not have to load up a
Perl interpreter to run, nor will they need,
after their first invocation, to recompile the
Perl to bytecode.

The complete task of replacing traditional
CGI with mod_perl is far beyond the scope of
this article series, but the man page
cgi_to_mod_perl, installed with mod_perl, is
an excellent place to begin. Simply use the fol-
lowing command and follow its instructions:

man cgi_to_mod_perl

The most important instructions are that
you should clean up your global variables
and close your open files, which your existing
CGI scripts may not do.

The reason for this is pretty obvious, if
you think about it: CGI scripts traditionally
have a lifetime of a single HTTP request,
and any allocated memory (such as that
grabbed by global variables and open files)
will be returned to the operating system at
the completion of execution. With
mod_perl, the process does not terminate,
and hence, memory management becomes a
real consideration. The first thing you need to
do is to always invoke Perl as perl -w in your
script (to turn on all warnings); adding the
pragma “use strict” will also help enforce
cleaner coding. Since version 5.004 (all
shipping Perl interpreters with Linux/390
distributions are 5.005 or later) the print()
statement in mod_perl has worked as it does
in regular Perl, so the last major remaining
incompatibility has vanished.

Writing Forms for an LDAP Interface
With all that out of the way, how does

this help you write LDAP code? You
would just write a set of HTML forms; the
first set would probably be a username
and password for authentication, and
might look similar to what is shown in
Figure 1.

Once you had the login and password
from the script, you could proceed to call
Net::LDAP with it (to speed this up and
make it work with mod_perl, you would
also want to use the Perl module
Apache::AuthNetPerl). You will need to

build the login name into the Distinguished
Name under which you try to bind to
LDAP; call this $binddn.

So early in your script, you could enter
the following:

use Net::LDAP;

Later, you could enter something like what
is shown in Figure 2.

Now you have an active, authenticated
LDAP connection. (If you were worried
about transmitting the password in cleart-
ext, you could wrap the whole Web piece
inside Secure Sockets Layer [SSL], or use
certificate-based authentication in LDAP’s
SASL layer).

The next step would be to create a search
form. This would be similar to the login
and password form shown in Figure 2,
except that you would keep the search
string in one of the text fields (you may
eventually want to put together some sort of
radio-button-based interface that let a user
construct a Boolean search without needing
to understand LDAP’s native prefix-based
notation). This interface, in its crudest
form, would look similar to what is pre-
sented in Figure 3.

Once you retrieve the values from the
form and place them into Perl variables, the
LDAP call to perform would be similar to
the following:

$retobj = $c->search(base => $basedn, scope
=> $scope, filter => $searchfilter);

Finally, you need to create a modification
form. Presumably, a user can change data in
the database only after meeting a more
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print start_form();
print pre(“Login:     “, textfield(“login”));
print pre(“Password:”, password_field(“password”));
print submit(“Submit”);
print end_form();
if param() {

$password = param(“password”);
$login = param(“login”);

}

FIGURE 1: SAMPLE LDAP INTERFACE FORM 

$c = Net::LDAP->new($server, port => $port) or die (“LDAP server not available: $@\n”);
$c->bind($binddn,password => $password) or die (“Could not bind: $@\n”);

FIGURE 2: CONNECTING TO AN LDAP SERVER FROM PERL 

print start_form();
print pre(“Search:     “, textfield(“searchfilter”);
print submit(“Submit”);
print end_form();

FIGURE 3: PERL CODE TO GENERATE SIMPLE SEARCH FORM 
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stringent set of authentication requirements.
This form would have text fields for each
parameter that could be changed, and at the
end of it all, a “submit” button to update the
data. Once submitted, the Perl script might
build a new DN from the fields, and then
execute the following:

$c->moddn($oldDN,newrdn=>$newrdn,delete-
oldrdn =>0);

The last parameter simply says to leave any
unspecified fields untouched, rather than
deleting them.

SUMMARY

Clearly, building a Web interface to an
LDAP repository is a reasonably signifi-
cant task, and this article has only
scratched its surface. Nevertheless, when
broken down into its component pieces, it
proves not to be tremendously difficult
after all. A site could have a crude appli-
cation up and running very quickly, and
easily build a more polished application
from the same toolkit.

Next month, I will examine Samba and
how it can facilitate file sharing and printing
between your mainframe and Windows
desktop machines.
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